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1. The problem. L. Ahlfors [ l ] established the first and second 
main theorems for analytic mappings from the plane R into a closed 
Riemann surface S. Recently S. Chern [3] extended these theorems 
to the case where R is a closed Riemann surface less a finite number 
of points, and S is closed. He also announced a generalization to an 
R that is obtained from a closed surface by removing a finite number 
of points and disks. Here we shall consider an arbitrary open surface 
R, of finite or infinite genus, and an arbitrary closed or open 5. 

Chern's elegant method made substantial use of results in related 
fields: differential geometry, projective geometry, topology, and par
tial differential equations. Our approach is elementary and purely 
analytic: the only tools used are the principal functions. 

The theorems will be formulated so as to include earlier results. In 
the classical case of the plane or the disk we obtain a new form of the 
second main theorem where exceptional intervals are not needed. 

2. Singularity function. Let au • • • , aa, f0, fi, be points on an 
arbitrary closed or open Riemann surface 5 with local variable £". 
Construct the principal function to with singularities — c log | f — fo| 
and c log | f —fi | , 0<c (cf. [2; 4]). Near the ideal boundary 
choose to = Loto where Lo is the operator associated with vanishing 
normal derivative. Normalize h by h(Ç)+c log | J" — ̂ ToJ —>0 as f—>f0, 
and set s0 = log (l+et0). 

For a ^ f o let t = t(Ç, a) be the principal function with a harmonic 
*G">a)+clog | r~"# | a t a. At f o let/(f, a)—c log If —To| be harmonic 
and tend to so(a) as J"— f̂o. Again choose the boundary behavior 
t = Lot. The function s(f, a) =SoG")+/(f, a) ls symmetric: 

(1) s(a, b) = s(b, a). 

Endow S with the conformai metric X(f) | dÇ \ where 

(2) H p a d < 
(1 + e'oy 

The total area JU of S is ^ 2 « and the Gaussian curvature is K= 1. 
1 Sponsored by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham), Grant DA-ARO(D)-

31-124-G40, University of California, Los Angeles. 
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Let dco(Ç) be the Euclidian area element of Sand set dju(f) =X2(f)dco(f). 

3. First main theorem. Consider an arbitrary open Riemann sur
face R and an analytic mapping f = ƒ(z) of R into S. Let RQ be a com
pact bordered subregion [2] of R with border j30 such that f(z), 
sGjSo, is different from ai, • • • , ag, f 0, Ti> and from the zeros of X. Let 
£2 be a relatively compact bordered region in R — Ro with border 
180+1812. 

Consider the subregion 0* of 12, bordered by j30 and the level line 
Ph'.v = h, O^h^k. Form the harmonic function u on Qh with u~Q on 
fih, u — h — const. > 0 on /30, f^du*— —I, and set v — h — u. For any 
function 0 in B denote by #(&, 0) the number of zeros of <j> in 0&. We 
set dna= \f(z)\ 2\(f(z))dw2, where dwz is the Euclidian area element 
in R, designate symbolically by nQt^f—a) the number of a-points of 
ƒ in Oft, and introduce: 

A(h, a) = 2TTC I w(&, ƒ — a)dh, 
J 0 

(3) JS(*, a) = f s(f(z))dv*; 

C{h) = I u(z)djj,z, 

D(A, a) = 5(0, a) + AB'(0, a). 

Here ^4(A, a) serves as the counting function, JB(Â, a) as the prox
imity function, and C(h, a) as the characteristic. 

Green's formula applied to u and 5 gives: 

FIRST M A I N THEOREM. For arbitrary analytic mappings and every 
QCR, 

(4) A(k, a) + B(k, a) = C(k) + D(k, a). 

The only functions of interest will be those with k/C(k)—»0 as 0—>i?, 
and for such functions D(kf a) is a negligible remainder. 

Stokes formula applied to ds* gives 

Iwcnihjf — a) + I ds* = I dfiz, 

showing tha t C'(h)=fQhdjj,s. 

4. Second main theorem. Had we normalized ix (instead of K) to 
be unity, an integration of (4) with respect to such dpo would give 
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JsBQi, a)dfxo = 0(h). Thus the points a that give substantial contribu
tions to the proximity function are exceptional. This suggests a second 
main theorem even in the present general situation. 

For any function <£(A, a) let <£(&) = X)ï <K̂> #»)• Then 

(5) A(h) + B(h) = qCQt) + D(h). 

Let st-(D = s(r, <*<), <r = exp ( Z ï **•/(!+*)), e>0, and 

(6) 

G(h) = f log (cr52)**, 
Jfih 

H(h) = -2 f log ôdv*, 
Ph 

where 8 is the density induced in the (p+iz;*)-plane by X, 

(7) » ( * ) = X ( / « ) | / ' » | | g r a d * h . 
Then B(h) = (l+e)(G(h)+H(h)). 

We obtain, by first evaluating H'(h) and then integrating: 

H(h) = £T(0) + M- t f (A , X) - #(*,ƒ') + M l 
+ (c - 2)x[iV(A, fo) + tf (ft, f 01 + 2C(ft). 

Here N=Jlndh> e is the Euler characteristic of Q&, and E — Jledh. 
For any function <£ in (0, &) set faQi) = JoJl<l>(x)dxdy. In terms of 

/(A) ~J&hab2dv* we have by the convexity of the logarithm 

(9) Gt(h) < ft2 log h{h) + 0(A3). 

The distribution dm — adfiz gives finite mass m = fsdm and the 
integral Af(f)=/ssG\ a)dm(a) converges by (1). Integration of (4) 
with respect to dm(a) over 5 gives 

(10) 2TcI2(h) = mCQi) - M(h) + 0(h) 

where M(ft) = fShM(Ç)dv*. 
On substituting into (5), redenoting 2e by e, and letting c = 2, ft=&, 

one obtains the following implicit form of the 

SECOND MAIN THEOREM. For every Q.C.R, and arbitrary R and 5, 

(« - 2 - e)C(k) < ±T[N(k) - N(k} X) - N(i,f) + E(k)] 

+ G(k) + 0(k), 

where iV(fe)= £ ï N(k,f-a%) and G(k) satisfies (9), (10). 

5. Applications. Add toai • • • aq points aa+h • • • , aq+p among the 
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zeros of X including a t least all those covered by / (0 ) . Then 
Z î + Î H(k, a%) ~ N(kt X) = 0 and 

(12) (q + P ~ 2 " €)C(k) < 4?r [ ? ^(*' ̂  " ̂ (*'/0 + £ W ] 
+ G(*) + 0(A). 

Instead of giving an explicit estimate, with exceptional intervals, 
for G from G2 it is simpler to replace B by the integral B2 of the "areal" 
proximity J^Bdh. The scarcity of points a contributing to B2 remains 
valid when A, C, D in (5) are replaced by ^42, C2, D2. In (12) 0(fe) is 
replaced by 0(fe3), the subindex "2" is attached to all other capital 
letters, and G2(k) is directly given by (9), (10). 

If S is closed, then Af(f) is bounded on 5 and M(k) = 0(l) in 
k = k(Q)j ti-^R. There are p — 2g zeros of X, and p — 2 is the Euler 
characteristic 6^ of S. We have the following 

COROLLARY. In an analytic mapping of an arbitrary open R into a 
closed S, 

(13) (q + es- €)C*(t) < 4ir[N2(k) ~ N2(k,f') + E2(k)] + G2(k), 

where 

(14) G2(k) = 0(£2 log C(k) + F ) . 

We choose the defect 

(15) ô(a) = 1 — lim sup 
ü-*R C2(k) 

and set 

4:irE2(k) 
(16) v = hm sup — — — • 

G-*« C2(A) 
For f unctions with G2(k)/C2(k)—»0 we obtain the following. 
D E F E C T RELATION. 

(17) £ «(«*) ^ * - es. 

In particular, there can be at most rj — es Picard values. 
Functions for which C2 grows more rapidly than E2 cannot give a 

mapping into an S with g> 1. For an R that is a closed surface punc
tured at a finite number of points this is Chern's theorem. 

In the special case where R has a capacity function pp with compact 
level lines, this can be taken for v9 and the directed limits for Q—>R 
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replaced by limits as &—>sup# pp. By l'Hopital's rule the quantities 
C2, iV2, Ei in (15), (16) can then be replaced by C, iV, E, and we find 
the usual forms. 

For meromorphic functions in the plane or the disk take 
v= (1/27T) log r. Then (13) is a new form of the second main theorem 
that holds without exceptional intervals. 
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